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“Amazing Peace:
A Celebration”
by Maya Angelou

As I was preparing this newsletter, I was sifting through poems
for the front page while also compiling information about our
International Day of Peace Event that will be held in September. As
I let my mind wander, the phrase that kept coming to me was “Peace
is like Poetry.” Both peace and poetry require thoughtfulness,
mindfulness, self awareness, compassion, time, energy,
understanding, open-mindedness, patience, and lots of practice. As
the contemporary poet Mary Oliver says, “Poetry requires us to pay
rapt attention to the world around us and within us.”
This list of characteristics also describes qualities required for
personal growth, spiritual exploration, and simply taking care of oneself and others.
This is the same list of qualities we know arise in the seekers and travelers who find their
way to The Mandala Center – whatever the purposes of their journeys are. Making time
for a personal retreat is like poetry, too…it asks us to seek “more” in life – to open our
eyes to a fresh way of seeing and our hearts to a better way of living. To be engaged in
life we must at least be embodied with “rapt attention” now and then.

		

(excerpt)

We, Angels and Mortals, Believers and
Nonbelievers,
Look heavenward and speak the word aloud.
Peace. We look at our world and speak
the word aloud.
Peace. We look at each other, then into
ourselves,
And we say without shyness or apology or
hesitation:
Peace, My Brother.
Peace, My Sister.
Peace, My Soul.

This line of thought brought to mind an article I had read a few years ago called
“Becoming a World: Children and Their Poetic Intelligence,” by Richard
Lewis. I met Richard at an Arts in Education conference in New York a few years ago.
He was a quiet, unassuming, but direct sort of man - until he started talking about
children and poetry and the wonder of life – at which point he became very animated.
He was able to engage the imagination of us all and brought to our attention just how
magnificent life can be.
His article focused on the idea of “poetic intelligence” and on the imaginations of
children. In his article he writes, “Given the pressures in school to factualize the world
and the test driven curriculums…a poetic way of perceiving experience is often ignored
as an indulgence.” Lewis goes on to describe an activity where he asked children to
“become the grass” and was enthralled by their responses. The children spoke as grass:
“I am a living thing.” “I am a drop of green animal.” “I grow just like you grow.” He says
“In the simplicity of their responses was our inherent human gift, through our thoughts,
to reach beyond ourselves to another form of life, to become what we are not and
discover, in return, the connectiveness of our lives to other lives.” Later in the article
Lewis remarks, “In poetic terms, it is a way to discover the unknown without flinching
from it, to be curious about the mysterious underpinnings that encircle the world we
wish to know.”
continued on page 6
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Letter from OUR Operations Manager
Rainbow’s End
Just as we thought winter was over we awakened to snow on the ground! Not a lot, but enough to
remind us that Mother Nature has the last word. The prodigious and unpredictable weather of this
high desert country is part of the mystical delight of this place. It is the 23rd of April and already
we’ve had several days with temperatures up in the 60’s and even 70’s, but today it will stay cool
all day. This winter has brought more snow than last year and thereby much needed moisture to
our arid landscape which portends lots of wild flowers in the spring!!
Following one recent night’s snowy interlude, as I was coming up the road to the Center in the morning sun, the air was
filled with sparkling white crystals of snow. It was then I noticed that in the meadow at the bottom of Mandala Road there
danced a rainbow unlike anything I have ever seen before. It was a pillar about 100 feet tall and maybe 30 feet wide. It
moved and swirled with the wind and its brilliant colors glistened in the morning light. It was absolutely magnificent and
the beauty of it made my spine tingle. It was like the spirit of The Mandala Center incarnate, a powerful guardian energy
that holds everybody and everything safe.
Fairy tales tell about a treasure at the end of a rainbow but I never thought the end of the rainbow actually could be found.
Now I know differently. So do many of the contemporary pilgrims and soul searchers that journey to The Mandala Center
in the quest to discover their own inner treasure. Every group that comes to the Center is unique and each brings its
own special energy. Some groups spend time in silence and serenity. Other groups seek to express the gamut of human
emotions and they do so with gusto. Still others come to explore their creativity or simply to find rest and relaxation.
Whatever the needs, The Mandala Center seems able to hold the energy and to be a safe place and sanctuary that allows for
transformative experiences to occur. They find their treasure at the end of the rainbow- whatever it may be.
When I was driving home the other night the highway was wet from a thunder shower. The setting sun reflected in the
water sprayed by the rear wheels of my car revealed - a rainbow! It was smaller than the one in the meadow, but it danced
with me for several miles. It was like having a guardian angel riding on my back bumper. It convinced me yet again that
we all are surrounded by a protective force or energy, whatever we choose to call it. I think of it as my childhood’s Guardian
Angels. They may be elusive as rainbows, but they are always there.
I wish you a wonderful summer and look forward to seeing you at The Mandala Center.
									

Monica Ingamells

				
									

Operations Manager

PS. Even with your angel by your side, please pay attention to traffic and speed limits especially in the construction zones
on highway 87/64. Guardian angels will not pay your fines if you happen to be caught speeding!

OUR NEW ENTRANCE!
With the road work well underway on the highway in front of our entrance, changes abound. With a new cattle guard at our
gate, we also took the opportunity to have Nathan Green, our part-time maintenance person, jack of many trades and local
artist and builder, design a new entrance sign to “light the way” for travelers to locate The Mandala Center. This project is in
“process” but we are very excited about it and will share photos of the new signage on our website as soon as it is done!!
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INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PEACE EVENT
2010
September 18-21, 2010
Peacebuilding creates and maintains beneficial conditions for sustainable, life-enhancing, social, economic, political,
and spiritual development of all peoples.
(Adapted from speech given at UN – “An Agenda for Peace”, 1992)
The Mandala Center declared 2010 as its year of Peace. We wish to celebrate our 2010 theme with a
special event. International Day of Peace is on September 21st of each year. It was established by the
United Nations Resolution in 1981. In 2002 the General Assembly officially declared September 21st as
the International Day of Peace. This effort encourages mankind to cooperate in acts of peace and provides
opportunity for individuals, organizations, and nations to create practical acts of peace on a shared date.
This event is our way of contributing to this special day and to the peace efforts around the world. We hope
you will join us!!
We will celebrate this event by having the Mystical Arts of Tibet join us as our main attraction for a peacefilled retreat. The Mystical Arts of Tibet is a world tour co-sponsored by Richard Gere Productions and
Drepung Loseling. The monks will be here at The Mandala Center to create an authentic Sand Mandala of
Conflict Resolution in our sanctuary.
We also will be dedicating a permanent Peace Pole here at The Mandala Center along with other activities.
Space is very limited on the grounds for those interested in being “up-close and personal” with the Lamas so
reserve your rooms early. Those on the grounds will have some exclusive times in the mornings and evenings
with the monks as well as shared meals with them. Other local lodging is available in the area and day passes
will be available for coming on the grounds from 9-5PM
We want to highlight two special projects you can be involved in whether you will be joining us on the
grounds or sending your prayers and thoughts for peace from the comfort of your own home. We are
seeking POEMS OF PEACE to create a poetry of peace wall for visitors at our event and will post them
on our blog too! Please send us, by mail or email, your poems of peace and include your name and contact
information. Poems should be original works by the sender.
We also will be collecting PinWheels for Peace. You can learn more and get templates off their website at
www.pinwheelsforpeace.com. The windswept high desert plains here at the Mandala Center make an ideal
place to display the pinwheels and have the winds carry your prayers around the globe! We will photograph
the pinwheels and submit them to the International site to be counted in the global effort. Last year over 3
million pinwheels were made around the world. Please join us by making pinwheels and bringing them with
you or sending them to us in the mail before September 21st.
Final note: We are seeking a donor or donors to help to fund an additional lecture by the Monks called “The
Symbols of the Mandala” during our event. This lecture costs $600. If you can help in this way, please
contact us.
See our website for more information. Go to our Special Events Page for a detailed calendar of events and
descriptions, as well as hotel specials and lodging options.
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Our 2010 Workshop Retreats
Please see our website for more information, fliers, blog interviews with presenters, photos, supply lists, bios, pricing and
more! Prices listed are for the retreat fee. Additional fees apply for lodging and meals.

June 4-6

Painting with Soft Pastels with L. Martin Pavletich $200 + lodging & meals
Soft pastels, (sometimes referred to as colored chalk) are a wonderful medium for beginning to advanced
artists. After 15 years experience with pastels, Martin is able to present the pros and cons and versatility
of this misunderstood medium. When teaching pastels he concentrates on the basics of creating a piece
- drawing skills, composition, perspective, color theory, use of materials - and does not interfere with a
person’s individual style. Most of all he will teach people to have fun with art!

June 3-6

Art Making & the Divine Feminine with Sheila Hennessy & Mary Saracino $225 + lodging & meals
This hands-on workshop blends studio art-making with an archeo-mythic-historic overview of 100,000+
years of the Divine Feminine. Participants will view 1000s of images from around the world, (ranging from
cave art to modern-day icons), sculpt ceramic icons, create sacred collages, and write prayers reflecting
their experience of the Sacred Feminine.

June 11-13 Nourishment for Women Cancer Survivors with Carol LaRue $245 + lodging & meals
This retreat celebrates surviving, thriving and living fully from the inside-out! Indulge your SELF and
your SENSES this weekend… in quiet, expanded time, relaxation, exploration, learning, play, community,
reflection and renewed energy! This retreat for women cancer survivors provides the perfect opportunity
to make your healing an everyday practice. You will learn and practice simple and pleasurable methods
of nurturing and expanding the health of your mind, body and soul…The Art of Self-Health! The weekend
combines compassionate guidance, teaching, and sharing with structured and unstructured time.
July 8-11

Living in Balance: Ancient Peruvian Teachings with JoAnna Dodgson $225 + lodging & meals
Explore ancient Peruvian teachings, the Ka Ta See tradition, to remember and reclaim the feeling of who
you really are. Learn self-empowering tools to clear away old patterns, judgments and fears, the ‘masks’
that keep you hidden and hiding. Bring ancient ways into your everyday life to awaken your aliveness and
joy, to know your purpose, to feel your passions - living in balance from the heart.

July 12-16 Creative Solitude Retreat Week Special Rate: $325 all inclusive + lodging & meals
This week offers people seeking an individual retreat experience the time to come but have meals provided.
Individual artists, writers, seekers of solitude, lovers of nature - come and enjoy a private room, meals and
time for rest and renewal.
July 19-24 Micaceous Clay Pottery Workshop with Sheldon Nunez-Velarde $225 + lodging & meals
You will learn how to hand coil micaceous clay, shape, sand, burnish, using river stones and experience a
traditional Jicarilla Apache pottery firing. Participants will walk away with beautiful hand-crafted shiny
micaceous pottery. They will also experience the different stages that go into making micaceous pottery.
Students are always amazed by the whole process. All skill levels are welcome.
July 29
thru
August 1

Embodying the Silence with Jim Reale & Susan Rush $295 + lodging & meals
Embodying the silence is a holistic multi-dimensional approach to Christian contemplative prayer. This
retreat draws as its inspiration the words from scripture, “Love God with all your heart, with all your soul,
with all your mind, and all your strength”. It introduces the wisdom of Eastern practice through various
contemplative tools of yoga and Vedic teachings as well as western spirituality through the practice of
Centering Prayer.
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Our 2010 Workshop Retreats
Sept 3-5

Peace Within: Shamanism As A Spiritual Approach to Healing with Myron Eshowsky $250
+ lodging & meals
This workshop draws from principles of peacemaking and healing highlighted in Myron Eshowsky’s highly
acclaimed book Peace with Cancer:Shamanism as a Spiritual Approach to Healing. The workshop teaches
what he has come to call the Halakha method, a nonviolent spiritual mediation approach to healing that
utilizes shamanic traditions to address cancer and other chronic illnesses that mimic war in our bodies.
Halakha , which literally means, “the way we walk,” teaches us to develop compassionate, non aggressive
methods for healing and peacemaking.

Sept 18-21

International Day of Peace Special Event: Mystical Arts of Tibet, Sand Mandala $765 all
inclusive (this price includes days 17th-22nd for those on the grounds) + lodging & meals
Celebrating the Day of Peace on September 21st, we shall host The Mystical Arts of Tibet and the creation
of a sand Mandala, a peace pole dedication, music for peace concert, labyrinth walk for peace and more!

Sept 24-26

Pilgrimage: Following the Yearnings of your Heart with Tom Ehrich $270 + lodging & meals
In the ancient practice of pilgrimage lies a fresh and lively quest for contemporary seekers: to pursue
the hunger of our hearts, whatever they may be, and to find God in the “thin places,” where God seems
especially close. These “hungers” are best found by paying attention to what “enlivens us” or “calls to
us,” especially in our daily lives. Our yearnings take many forms, from classic pilgrimage destinations
like Lourdes to idiosyncratic quests like exploring Western boots (which got me focused on pilgrimage).
Wherever it starts, an honest quest stirs us to action and to reflection, and God can become the destination.
This retreat will help you discover and define the pilgrimage in your life at this time and, in the “thin place”
of Mandala, empower you to take the journey wholeheartedly.

Oct 14-17

Photography Retreat with Steve Larese $225 + lodging & meals
Travel Photography will be the theme for this interactive and hands-on retreat. Learn tips for getting the
most out of your travel shots. Portraits, environmental, food, architectural, landscape, and other areas will
be explored. From beginners to experienced travelers. Steve will demonstrate techniques he uses when
photographing for his books and magazine articles. Even the simplest point and shoot camera can be used
to take photos of your experiences that you will treasure.

Oct 14-17

Writing a Way Open - Contemplative Writing with Peter Anderson $225 + lodging & meals
If you are a writer looking for a way to bring new life into your creative work or if you are simply interested
in finding ways to integrate writing into your life as a practice, this retreat will give you some simple
methods to do so. How might walking, breathing, reading, and silence invite your own new words? Writing
in solitude and in community, we will draw on the insights of poets, monks, seekers, and other adventurers
who can offer us fresh ways of engaging language and opening into a deeper presence.

Oct 28-31

Listening to the Voice Within: Purpose and Passion with Bob Stice $295 + lodging & meals
This retreat is for those who are yearning for a sense
of direction, a clarity about meaning and purpose in
their lives, a rekindling of true passion for life and
vocation. You may be in transition between jobs
or relationships. Retirement questions, forced or
voluntary, may be ahead. Whether you are seeking
clarity to make a courageous life choice or a need to
recapture joy in your life and work, Listening to the
Voice Within provides an authentic retreat experience
and discernment tools to help you rediscover your
passion and purpose.
TO REGISTER, MAIL IN THE REGISTRATION CARD, EMAIL OR CALL US!
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Letter from Director cont:
This idea is deeply connected to the mission of The Mandala Center. So often as adults, we still are burdened with this feeling that
to sit and contemplate, to read poetry, to paint a sunset, to daydream, to rest, to give oneself a retreat is “indulgence,” and yet these
are the very things that make life’s complexities bearable, that enhance the beauty of the world around us, that offer healing, insight,
and compassion to a world in desperate need of it. We simply must overcome the need to “do more and accomplish more” and let
ourselves “be,” “feel,” “attend to what is.”
Perhaps we all need to nurture our “poetic intelligence” as we contemplate “peace” in our lives and in the world. How do we “bring
the outer world into our inner world?” How do we “become what we are not” and discover how we are connected? Can we see our
common humanity rather than our differences? Can we celebrate diversity and spread compassion? Can we become the grass or the
stream or the wolf and hear their voices, too? How do we live in harmony without diminishing ourselves and without destroying
others? If we can begin to approach the small challenges we face this day in our own lives with our poetic intelligence – with our
understanding, awareness, energy, and patience, perhaps we can take that step toward peace within ourselves that is the greatest gift
to the world around us.
											

In Peace,

											
											

Lori Coon
Executive Director

OUR NEW WEB SITE
www.mandalacenter.org
Our new website is still in progress BUT there are so many
new things to see already!! We have more photos and
workshop listings. We have a blog and interviews with
our presenters. We have information about our local area
attractions and information about how you can be part of
The Mandala Center community. Check it out!! See us on
Facebook too!!

GOING GREEN with our MAILING!!
Please help us go green. We had a wonderful response from
our last newsletter from people on our mailing list letting us
know how we can best keep you informed while also cutting
down our paper usage and postage expense. Please, if you
have not contacted us yet, call or email us and let us know if
you wish to remain on the mailing list or be taken off and if
you are willing to receive electronic newsletters and updates
from The Mandala Center to your email account. We really
appreciate your responses!!!

FACILITY RENTALS at THE MANDALA CENTER
“This was the perfect location for our group retreat. We wanted some
place that was intimate, peaceful and comfortable. Everyone enjoyed
themselves and the environment enhanced the group work we were doing.”
Comment on evaluation from a group leader
The Mandala Center is a destination for facilitators and group leaders
who are looking for a place to conduct their own retreats, meetings, and
trainings. Over the years, word of mouth has spread and more organized
groups are contacting us to book our facility for their own use. The rental
groups are varied and have included retreats for meditation, yoga, board
development, church and youth groups, educational trainings, intensives,
creative expression, meetings, and even small weddings & reunions. Our
rentals cater to groups whose mission is similar to our own – interested
in the wellness of mind, body, and spirit and exploring the human journey
as it relates to our spiritual needs, creative expressions and our health and
wholeness.
The Center can provide housing, meals and meeting spaces. Costs include
room and board and a general rental/administrative fee per day. Deposits
are required to reserve dates. We already are booking groups for 2011. If
your group or organization is interested in coming to The Mandala Center
please call us to discuss your needs and we shall do our best to accommodate
you.

GIVE a DAY CHANGE a LIFE INSPIRE the WORLD
We have only 45 days left to fund for 2010 to meet our goal!!
Your gift makes a difference in the life of The Mandala Center
and in the lives it touches. Just today a young man called
explaining he was going through a very difficult time in his
life and needed time for soul searching when nothing else
seemed to be working. Yesterday a woman called saying she
has had four deaths in her life recently and needed a place
to retreat and recover. These are the lives your donation
touches.
A gift of JUST $10 from each person on our mailing list would
help us reach our goal. This is the power of community. No
one needs to do it alone. Together we can make a difference.
Thank you for your generosity.

Name:
Address:

Zip:

Phone:

Email:

Yes! I can help. $10
Visa

$20

Other

Check #

Mastercard

Credit Card Number

Code

Mail to The Mandala Center PO Box 158 Des Moines NM 88418
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Registration Form
Date Received

Staff Initials

Thank you for your interest in The Mandala Center and for your registration. Please Contact us with any questions.

Name
Address
City

State

Home Phone

Zip

Cell Phone

Email
Would you like to receive our newsletter?

(If yes, circle method) paper mail

email

How did you find out about The Mandala Center?
Note: Rooms are double occupancy. Private rooms are based on availability and subject to additional charges.

General Cost of Lodging and Meals:
$45 per person per night $65 for private rooms Meal Passes are $40 (for three meals) available only for groups.
Example - Thursday night dinner to Sunday lunch would be 3 nights and 3 meal passes.
Name of Workshop:
No. of nights
Workshop fee

Dates
(circle) Double

Private

No. of meal passes

Lodging & meal fee

Total fee due

Roommate request (if appl)
Special needs or requests (please indicate severe or medical allergies).

Payment is expected in full at time of registration. If you need to make payment arrangements please contact us.
Your confirmation and any additional information will be mailed or emailed to you. Cancellation fees do apply.
Please inquire.

Payment Method: o Check #

o Credit Card

Card #
Amount of Charge

(Circle one)

Visa

Master Card

Exp. Date
Three digit Security Number on Card

Signature
Please mail your reservation with check or credit card information to
The Mandala Center PO Box 158 Des Moines NM 88418. You may also register by phone at 575-278-3002.
Thank you.
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Return Service Requested

The Mandala Center
is an educational retreat
and interfaith sanctuary in
Northeastern New Mexico.
The Center is a 501 (c)(3) notfor-profit organization and has
a national Board of Directors
and Advisory Board.
Charitable contributions to
the Center are tax-exempt
as allowed by the Internal
Revenue Code.
For more information contact
us at:

A Place of Manifested Vision,
Inspiring the Human Spirit.

The Mandala Center
PO Box 158
Des Moines, NM 88418
www.mandalacenter.org
information@mandalacenter.org

575 278 3002
575 278 3004 / fax

Come to The Mandala Center and feel the stress drop away as you
journey deeper into the gentle healing rhythms of nature in a remote
setting with the intention to renew the Mind, Body & Spirit. We look
forward to seeing you in 2010.

